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Reviewer's report:

General

Minor Essential Revisions

Specific point:
Panel b) in fig. 6B should be checked, it seems it is a wrong panel, not what described in the text or figure legend.
Microarray analysis : in M&M (page 7) many details (even too much) are given as regards sample preparation, while there are no enough information on the statistical analysis performed. This should be explained. The authors could also introduce some details how they generated table 2, it is not clear whether the genes reported are those that differ more from those expressed by HUVEC or have been selected and in this case how.
The data of the array are now often deposited and interest people have acces to them: do the author agree to deposit also their data?

What next?: Accept after minor essential revisions

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No
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